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Field Equipment required is:  
- Black bag with 4 corner flags 
- 2 x goal nets (in a ball bag) 
- 1x benches for referees 
- 1 x Technical Area signs 
- 2 goal base posts (2 people required) 
- ladder 

 

Equipment will be found in the referee room in the blue building (closest building to 
the synthetic field) 

Full Field Set-Up 

Field Set-Up Activities:  

1. Corner & Half-Way Posts:  

Place 1 post into each field’s corner points (4) 

2. Goal Nets 
 

- Take the net out of the ball bag and lay the net out at the goal. The perimeter 
with the white twist pegs attaches to the goal post frame 

- Spread out the silver post to make the two side and back post for the goal.  
- Place the silver post up to fixed posts 
- Start with a top corner and twist the net pegs along the cross bar first. 
- Attach each side twist pegs to the goal and the post on the ground.  

 

3.  Bench 

Open the bench and place it between the two fixed benches.  
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Full Field  Pull-Down 

Commence Pull-Down activities after last game  

1. Pull-Down Activities: Return to Referee Room: 
- Field posts – Place corner flags in the black bag 
- Technical Area Signs - Collect board and fold the sign over so the red writing 

side faces inwards (yellow back faces outwards) 
- Referee Bench- fold legs up and close the bench 

 
2. Goal Nets: 

- Undo nets (stand on ladder to gain height if required) and place them into the 
ball bag.  

- Fold up the post on the ground (2 people required) 
- Return to Referee Room 

 

 
3. Collect Rubbish 

Collect all rubbish and place in garbage bin  
 

 

 


